For a finite solvable group G, let p(G) be the set of primes which divide some irreducible character degree of G, and let G(G) be the maximum number of distinct primes which divide any one irreducible character degree of G. Huppert has asked whether lp(G)( is bounded from above by some function of a(G), and whether even (p(G)] <20(G), which would be the best possible bound.
The best result to date [I, Theorem B] says that Ip( d 30(G) + 32 for all solvable G. The proof of this result can be roughly characterized as a reduction to the case in which G is nilpotent by metabelian; for nilpotent by metabelian groups the bound Ip( < 3@(G) is obvious. A similar framework seems appropriate for understanding attempts to prove the exact bound /p(G)/ <2o(Gj. In this paper, we show that Ip( , (20(G) in two special cases. We first prove that Ip( <20(G) when o(G) = 2. Most of the proof can be thought of as reduction to the nilpotent by metabelian case. Second, we prove that Ip(Gj( <2@(G) when all the irreducible character degrees of G are squarefree. By 14, Theorem 1.31 all such groups are nilpotent by metabelian (in fact, nilpotent by metacyclic). This part of our paper gives some indication of the difficulties of proving that (p(G)1 <20(G) for nilpotent by metabelian groups.
All groups considered in this paper are finite and solvable. All modules are finite dimensional. Our character theory notation follows that of [S] . For a positive integer n, we denote by n(n) the set of prime divisors of n. If H is a finite group, we denote by n(H) the set of prime divisors of IH(. Several preliminary lemmas will be needed. Lemma 1.1, though easy to prove, is of fundamental importance in the lp( < 2a conjecture. Lemma 1.2 is a preliminary result from [IS] , where groups satisfying g = 1 are described in detail. The next few lemmas concern a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1. (b) [f an abelian $-group A acts .faitlzf;l& on an elementary abelian p-group P, then .4 has a regular orbit o)z Irr(P j.
Proqf:
See the statement and proof of [4, Lemma 1.11 .
By Lemma 1.1, e(l) =jz(N/F(G)~l for some d~Irr(N~). Hence any x~ Irr(GlO) has the desired property. Proqfi This is part of [6, Satz 1.31. bMMA 1.3. Let G be a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1. Let P = O,(G) be a nonabelian normal SJ~OW subgroup qf' G. Then P' is a chkf factor qf G.
Proof:
Suppose P' is not a chief factor of G. Then G contains a normal subgroup V, with 1 < I'< P'. Suppose that \~(G/r)j </p(G)\.
Let r E p(G);.;p( G/b'). Clearly r # p. Let R E Syl,(G). Then R is abelian and Rb;iV is normal in Gi V by Ito's theorem. Hence [R. Proof Let P = O,(G) and let Q = Q (P) . By [3, III, 3.31, we have Q , ( a(G) 
Hence r E dG)\dGlQ) f or some prime r. First suppose that r # p. Let R E Syl,(G).
Then R is abelian and RQ/Q is normal in G/Q. Hence RQ/Q < F(G/Q) = F(G)/Q, and so R < F(G), contradicting I' E p(G).
Thus r = p. Since Q is a p-group, we have O,(G/Q j = P/Q. Since P 6 ,dG/Q), P/Q E s~l,iG/Q), and so P E Syl,(G), as desired. are disjoint. We may assume F(G) = R x 3, a Hall subgroup of G.
Since G has an abelian r-complement, 3 is centralized by an s-complement of G. Hence 3 is a direct factor of G. Since G/F(c) is abelian, qst divides IG : G'I. By Lemma 1.6, q, s, and t all divide ICI to the first power.
It follows that 1 # G'< i?. Thus the prime r does not depend on the choice of the nonlinear 0 E Irr (P) . Consequently the prime s is also independent of 8.
Let 1 # J, E Irr(P'). Let 0 E Irr(P (A). Then 8 is nonlinear and 81 p. = Q( 1 j 1, so Z,(e) d ZJ,?). Since /G : ZG(e)l is a power of r, it follows that /1 is fixed by an r-complement of G for every J. E lrr( P'). Set V= Irr( P'). Then Y is an irreducible G-module and every vector in G' is fixed by an r-complement of G.
Let c= C,( ~j. Suppose q divides ICI. Choose 1 # /1 E Irr(P'). Since II is invariant under C, [5, 13.281 implies that 8 is c-invariant for some Q E Irr(P 1 a). Thus C < Z(e) = z Since 1 has a normal abelian r-complement and a normal r-Sylow, fis nilpotent. Hence zi is nilpotent. Then 1 # O,(C) is normal in c, contradicting F(G) = Rx s. Thus q, and similarly t, does not divide lc;1.
Hence c< Z? x S. If R< C, then every vector in V is centralized by G, so c = G, contradicting the paragraph above.
Thus R < C, and so In(G/C) > 3. Now Lemma 1.8(b) , applied to the action of G/C on b', yields a contradiction. Case 3. Suppose that F(G) is abelian. Then p(G)= p(G/@(Gj). Since G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1, we may assume that Q(G) = I. By [3, III, 4 .51, we may write F(G) = Ii, 0 . @ Vk, where each vj is an irreducible G-module of prime characteristic pi.
Since G is a minimal counterexample, we have p(G/lii) d 4 for all i. Thus G/vi has a normal abelian ri-Sylow subgroup Ri Vi/ I',, where Ri is abelian and ri~p(G). In particular, ri#p,.
We have Ri ci;~ G. Suppose ri= rj for some if j. Then R, = Rj l/in R, V, = Rj I'; n Ri I',, so Ri 4 G, contradicting ri E p(G), Thus ri # ri when i # j.
Suppose k>2. Let N= (R, Vl)(R2V2). Then neither R, nor R, is contained in F(N), and so Lemma 1.1 implies that ri r2 divides 0( 1) for somet?EIrr(N).
Sinceo(G)=2and (r1r2,1G:NIj=l, weconclude that r? is G-invariant and G/N is abelian. Also, Irr(G/N)I = 3.
If NF(G)iF(Gj = F(G/F(G)). Lemma 1.1 applied to G/F(G) yields o(G/F(G)j = 3, a contradiction. Hence Irr(F(G/F(G)))I > 3. Corollary 1.1.1 implies that o(G) > 3, which is not the case. We must conclude that k = 1.
Thus P'= F(G) is a faithful irreducible G/F(G) module. Set G = G,'ii: Since G is not a counterexample to Theorem 1, Ip( =4 and G has a normal abelian r-Sylow subgroup R, where I' c p( G j.
Let A# 1 in Irr( I'). Let I= I&i.). Since R has no fixed points in I', f divides (G : Il. Suppose that q divides /G : 11 for a prime q # r. Since [/Ker ,k is the direct product of v,Ker i with a complement to l'to I, 1 extends to I. Since qr divides (G : II, the preceding sentence implies that l/V has a normal abelian Hall {q. r ) '-subgroup. Thus G has an abelian Hall (q, r > '-subgroup. Set X=TC(C?-{q,r)=p(G)-{q,r),.
We have G=O,,,,.(G) . Let H= f?/O,.,((?).
Since R < O,,(G), r does not divide IHI. and so H is a q-group, If Hf 1. then Lemma 1.6 implies that jHl = q and (q+ lO,.,( G)i ) = 1. Suppose this happens.
If s divides IF( Gjl for some prime s # r, then the irreducibility of G on I' implies that O,(G) has no fixed points on I', and so s divides /G : II. Since s # q, we obtain X_E Irr(G / A) with o(x) > 3, a contradiction. Hence Let C be a Hall a-subgroup of G. Since C is abelian and isomorphic to a factor group of G, Lemma 1.6 implies that C is cyclic of squarefree order. Let 'x= [s, t, II), so that (Cl = stu.
The only assumption we have made on q is that q divides IG : 1,(1)l for some /2~Irr( Vj. From this we concluded that F(G) < O,,,)(G) and that G/O:,.,)(G) is cyclic of squarefree order. Suppose that some prime in X, say s, divides IG : I&)( for some p E Irr(V). By the argument of the last four paragraphs, we have F(G)601s,ri ($j and G/0(,.:(G) is cyclic of squarefree order. Hence F(G) = O,(G) = R and G'<Oi,,,;(G) n ----,-Of,>,;(G) = R. Thus G/R= G/&(G) is abelian of order qstu. Lemma 1.1 implies that o(C) = 4, a contradiction.
We conclude that every /1 E Irr( V) is fixed by a Hall cc-subgroup of G. By [S, 13.24(b) ], every vector in V is centralized by such a Hall subgroup. By Lemma 1.8(a) , o(G) 3 1~11 = 3, a contradiction.
We conclude that every 1 E Irr( V) is fixed by an r-complement of G. As above, Lemma 1.8(a) yields a contradiction.
GROUPS WITH SQUAREFREE CHARACTER DEGREES
Groups with squarefree character degrees have been determined in [4] . This section of our paper is devoted to the proof of the following result. to Theorem 2. Let P= O,(G) be nonabelian. Then P' is a chief factor of G. Consequently P' <Z (P) and P/Z(P) is elementary abelian. By Lemma 1.1 (b) we may chooose a linear character q EIrr(Q,(Z( P))) which lies a regular B/F,-orbit. We choose q so that P' $ Ker ~1. Let 01 E Irr(Z( P)) extend rl. Then o lies in a regular B/FL-orbit and P' $ Ker m.
Choose $ l Irr(Pl 0). Since P' 6 Ker t,k, and P has squarefree character degrees, we have $( 1) = p. By [S, 2.311, we have j P : Z( I/I)\ = p'. Now AiF1 acts faithfully on PiZ (P) . Let D/F, = C,4(Z($)/Z(P));F,. Write N,(Z($)iZ(P))/F, = (D/FL) x (E,'F,) . Let E, be a p-complement in E. Then E = EOF, and E, acts coprimely on Z($), centralizing Z (P) . By [S, 13.281, there exists p E Irr(Z($) 1 w) which is E,-invariant. Since P'6Qt, (Z(P)) by Lemma2.3, we have Z($)'<(Kerti)n(Q,(Z(P)))= Ker q d Ker p. Hence ,u is linear.
Since E/F, acts faithfully and coprimely on Z($)/Z(P), we may choose r~Irr(Z($)!z (P) ) to lie in a regular E/F, orbit by Lemma 1.1. Let A=.uT. Let 8 E Irr( P I A j. Since i. extends 11: we see that @I,,(,,.,, is a multiple of TV. Hence P' < Ker 0, so @( 1 j = p. Now Irr(Z(rl/) / LL)) contains at least one P-invariant character, namely the unique irreducible constituent \ of $jz,tiL). But Irr(Z($)\<u) = { ~6 I b E Irr(Z($)iZ (P)) ). Since P' < Z(P) each such 6 is P-invariant. Hence every character in Irr(Z($)( w) is P-invariant.
In particular, /I is P-invariant.
Thus 01 z,,b,=pi. Hence Z($)dZ(B). By [5,2.31 ], Z((//)=Z(O). Suppose R/F, has prime order, RjF, <(F? n I&$))/F,, and R/F, 6 ( F2 n C,(P)) F,/F,. We will show that P contains a G-invariant normal extraspecial subgroup of order p3.
R normalizes Z( 8) = Z( $), and R fixes A. and o. By our construction of o, we have RJF, X B/F,. Obviously R/F, $ C/F,. Thus R/F, < AIF,. and so R/F, 6 (D/F, ) x (E/F,). By construction, kl is E,-invariant. Since
